Theranostic Nanoparticles Carrying Doxorubicin Attenuate Targeting Ligand Specific Antibody Responses Following Systemic Delivery
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Abstract

Understanding the effects of immune responses on targeted delivery of nanoparticles is important for clinical translations of new cancer imaging and therapeutic nanoparticles. In this study, we found that repeated administrations of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) conjugated with mouse or human derived targeting ligands induced high levels of ligand specific antibody responses in normal and tumor bearing mice while injections of unconjugated mouse ligands were weakly immunogenic and induced a very low level of antibody response in mice. Mice that received intravenous injections of targeted and polyethylene glycol (PEG)-coated IONPs further increased the ligand specific antibody production due to differential uptake of PEG-coated nanoparticles by macrophages and dendritic cells. However, the production of ligand specific antibodies was markedly inhibited following systemic delivery of theranostic nanoparticles carrying a chemotherapy drug, doxorubicin. Targeted imaging and histological analysis revealed that lack of the ligand specific antibodies led to an increase in intratumoral delivery of targeted nanoparticles. Results of this study support the potential of further development of targeted theranostic nanoparticles for the treatment of human cancers.
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Introduction

Multifunctional nanoparticles have been developed for in vivo biomedical applications, particularly biomarker targeted molecular imaging and drug delivery [1-7]. Various targeting ligands, including antibodies, antibody fragments, phage-displayed peptides, and natural ligands for cellular receptors, have been used for functionalizing nanoparticles [3, 8-13]. Preclinical studies in animal models and on-going clinical trials addressing the safety and efficacy are critical for clinical translations of targeted imaging
and therapeutic nanoparticles [1-3, 5, 6, 14]. One of the important issues is to determine if repeated administrations of the nanoparticles to patients activate the immune system to produce ligand-specific antibodies that can potentially block the binding of targeted nanoparticles to the intended cell surface receptors and thereby reduce the efficacy of delivery of nanoparticles and their payload drugs into tumors [15].

Antibodies against cell surface biomarkers are the commonly used ligands for the development of targeted nanoparticles [8, 11, 16-20]. Although mouse monoclonal antibodies have been used for making targeted nanoparticles, strong cross-species immune responses limit their potential for future clinical translation. Currently only a few types of humanized monoclonal antibodies, such as HER-2 antibody (Herceptin), are available for the production of targeted nanoparticles [21]. Alternatively, high affinity recombinant antibody fragments have been developed as targeting ligands [22-25]. For example, a human single chain antibody against the epidermal growth factor receptor (ScFvEGFR) that is highly expressed in the majority of epithelial tumors was conjugated to different types of nanoparticles. Specificity of tumor imaging and targeted therapeutic effects of these nanoparticles have been demonstrated in several animal tumor models [8, 18, 19, 26].

The major advantages of using natural ligands for tumor targeting are their high binding affinity, specificity, and most importantly, low immunogenicity. The amino-terminal fragment (ATF) of the receptor binding domain of urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) has been used for the production of nanoparticles targeting the uPA receptor (uPAR), which is a cellular receptor overexpressed in cancer cells and tumor associated stromal cells in many types of tumor tissues [27, 28]. Our previous studies showed that systemic delivery of ATF-targeted magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) enabled optical imaging and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of tumors in mouse mammary and human breast and pancreatic tumor xenograft models in mice [13, 29, 30]. Targeted therapeutic efficacy of theranostic ATF-IONPs carrying a chemotherapy drug, gemcitabine, was also demonstrated in an orthotopic human pancreatic cancer xenograft model [6]. Effects of targeted optical imaging and photodynamic therapy using ATF-human albumin fusion proteins as drug carriers have been demonstrated in a mouse hepatocellular carcinoma model [31].

Mononuclear phagocytes have been shown to efficiently take up nanoparticles [32]. Uptake of antigen-conjugated nanoparticles by macrophages and dendritic cells enhances antigen presentation and stimulates both B and T cell responses [33-38]. Increasing evidence has shown that nanoparticles enhance immune responses to their conjugated protein antigens. Many groups used nanoparticle carriers as immune adjuvant agents for the development of viral, bacterial and tumor vaccines through subcutaneous, mucosal and intranasal administrations [36, 37, 39, 40]. Therefore, for future human applications of targeting ligand conjugated nanoparticles, the potential effects of the activation of immune response following administrations of the nanoparticles on targeted tumor imaging and drug delivery have been a concern in the nanomedicine field. At present, systemic immune responses toward various forms of targeting ligands used to produce targeted nanoparticles are largely unclear. Although targeting ligands derived from the same species, such as human protein based ligands for human use, are preferred choices for the development of targeted nanoparticles or theranostic nanoparticles, the questions concerning whether targeting ligand specific antibodies against those weakly immunogenic ligands can be activated by nanoparticles and the impact of the immune response induced antibody production on targeted delivery of nanoparticles remain to be answered.

Surface modification is a common approach to functionalize targeted nanoparticles and to optimize biodistribution of nanoparticles in vivo after systemic delivery [41-44]. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a polymer widely used to stabilize the nanoparticles and modify surface properties to reduce non-specific uptake of nanoparticles by macrophages in the reticuloendothelial system (RES) to improve targeted delivery of the nanoparticles [5, 14, 45, 46]. However, several studies have shown that administrations of PEG-coated nanoparticles stimulated the production of PEG-specific natural IgM antibody and promoted a fast clearance of PEGylated nanoparticles from the blood through antibody-enhanced phagocytic activity [47]. PEG IgM antibody also initiated the activation of complement pathways that may cause side effects in clinical applications [48]. Complement activation was detected in patients following systemic delivery of a PEG-coated liposomal form of doxorubicin (Doxil) [49]. Currently, the effect of PEG-modification on the immune response to targeting ligands conjugated to nanoparticles has yet to be determined.

In this study, we used targeting ligands derived from different species, such as mouse and human ATF peptide, and human single chain anti-EGFR antibody, to conjugate to magnetic IONPs for investigation of the effects of the ligand conjugated nanoparticles, with or without encapsulation of chemotherapy drugs, on the immune response and antibody production in immune competent mice. A mouse mammary tumor model was used to determine the effect of
the production of ligand specific antibody on targeted delivery nanoparticles into tumors.

Materials and Methods

Production of recombinant targeting ligands

We used recombinant mouse and human proteins that represent weakly and highly immunogenic proteins relative to the mouse host in this study. Mouse ATF (mATF) is a recombinant protein with 135 amino acids (aa) of the receptor-binding domain of mouse uPA and an additional 14 aa peptide of paramyxovirus of simian virus 5 (V5) and six-histidine (His) tags. It has 87% homology with the natural mouse ATF peptide and is considered weakly immunogenic. Since there is species specificity in the binding of ATF peptides to uPAR, we also produced human ATF (hATF) for targeting human tumor cells. His-tagged hATF peptide has 71% of homology with the natural mouse ATF peptide. A single chain antibody to EGFR (ScFvEGFR) that was derived from the human immunoglobulin (Ig) only has 27% homology with a mouse Ig kappa chain variable region and is highly immunogenic to mice. Mouse serum albumin (MSA) was used as a control for a non-targeted ligand and low immunogenic protein. In total, four peptides and proteins described above were used to conjugate to nanoparticles with or without a near infrared dye (NIR-830) labeling for optical imaging.

Mouse or human amino terminal fragment of uPA: The cDNA fragments of the N-terminal 1 to 135 aa of mouse or human uPA were cloned into ET101/D-TOPO (mATF) or pET20b(+) (hATF) expression vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). ATF peptide was expressed in E. coli BL21 as a 17 kDa recombinant peptide and purified by a Ni2+ NTA-agarose column (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using an established protocol in our laboratory [13]. mATF expressed from this plasmid also contains a RNA polymerase alpha subunit of simian virus 5 epitope (V5, 14 aa) tag and a six-histidine (his) tag (6 aa) at the C-terminal for identification and purification of the recombinant protein. The hATF construct did not contain a V5 tag and only has a six-His tag.

Single-chain Fv epidermal growth factor receptor antibody (ScFvEGFR): Human EGFR specific scFv B10 was isolated from the YUAN-FCCC human naive phage display library using a solid phase biopanning protocol [22, 23]. This bacteria expression plasmid was provided by Dr. Gregory Adams at Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA. Recombinant ScFvEGFR protein (25 kDa) was obtained from the bacterial lysate of scFv B10 transformed TG1 competent cells after Ni2+ NTA-agarose column separation under native conditions [19].

Mouse serum albumin (MSA) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO. This protein was purified from Swiss Webster strain mice.

Production of targeting ligand conjugated nanoparticles

10 nm core size magnetic IONPs were produced by Ocean Nanotech, LLC using an established protocol (San Diego, CA) [50]. IONPs were functionalized with an amphiphilic copolymer layer containing active carboxyl groups [51]. Amine PEG carboxyl (MW2000, Biomatrik, Zhejiang, China) was conjugated to the surface carboxyl groups of the amphiphilic polymer coated IONP to generate PEG-modified IONPs with surface carboxyl groups. mATF, hATF, and human ScFvEGFR as well as control MSA proteins were conjugated to IONPs by cross-linking carboxyl to amino groups of the targeting ligands mediated by 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDAC). About 10 to 15 of targeting ligands were conjugated to each nanoparticle as determined by the Bradford protein assay (BIO-RAD, Hercules, CA). Hydrodynamic sizes of various nanoparticles were determined using Zetasizer Nano (Malvern Instruments Inc., Southborough, MA). The hydrodynamic size ranges for ligand conjugated IONPs were 25 to 27 nm in diameters, depending on the ligands conjugated [19, 29].

To produce targeted IONPs with an optical imaging ability, a NIR 830-maleimide dye was conjugated to the free thiol group on cysteine of the peptides or proteins using a standard protocol prior to conjugation onto the IONPs [29,52]. NIR-830-maleimide dye was synthesized from a commercially available cyanine dye, IR-783, by our group [52]. Excitation wavelength of NIR-830 dye labeled onto targeting ligands is 800 nm and emission wavelength is 825 nm. The final targeting ligand-nanoparticle conjugates were purified using a Nanosep 100k OMEGA filter column (Pall Corp, Ann Arbor, MI).

Encapsulation of doxorubicin into targeted IONPs

Doxorubicin HCl (Polymed Therapeutics, Houston, TX) was dissolved in methanol and then added to the targeting ligand conjugated IONPs at a ratio of 1 mg Dox to 2 mg of iron equivalent IONPs in H2O, pH 8.5. After incubating at room temperature for 4 hours, free Dox was separated from the encapsulated Dox using Nanosep 100k column filtration. The amount of Dox in each IONP was determined using our established protocol based on the three standard curves of Dox [53].
Mouse models and nanoparticle delivery protocols

6 to 8 week-old female Balb/c mice or SCID mice were purchased from Harlan Laboratories (Indianapolis, IN). Both normal and tumor bearing mice were used for this study. The mice bearing 4T1 mouse mammary tumors were produced by directly injecting 2x10^6 of 4T1 mouse mammary tumor cells into the mammary fat pad. The 4T1 cell line was kindly provided by Dr. Fred R. Miller (Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute, Detroit, MI).

For systemic delivery, 100 to 300 pmol of various targeting ligand conjugated-IONPs or PEG-IONP, with or without encapsulated Dox, were injected into the tail vein of the mice once per week for two to four injections. Those dosages have been used previously in our group for in vivo tumor imaging and targeted therapy. The number of injections in the tumor bearing mice was not the same between the studies due to the collection of mouse serum samples during different in vivo animal studies to examine the effects of targeted IONPs on tumor targeting and therapy. However, we only compare the levels of antibody production using the same experimental conditions. Mouse serum samples were collected from the mice 5 to 7 days following the last nanoparticle administration for Enzyme-linked immunosorbent (ELISA) assay.

For subcutaneous (s.c.) delivery, nanoparticles were injected into the flank region of the abdominal wall once per week for 2 weeks. Whole body optical imaging of the mice was taken at various time points following each injection using the Kodak FX in vivo imaging system (Carestream Health, Inc., Rochester, NY). At the end of 2 weeks, mouse serum samples were collected for ELISA. Mouse tissues from the last injected tissue sites, sentinel lymph nodes, and normal organs were collected after sacrificing the mice. The tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin for histological analysis.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

96-well microtiter plates were coated with 10 µg/ml of mATF, hATF, ScFvEGFR, or MSA in 0.5 M carbonate-bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6, for overnight. Serial dilutions of mouse serum samples in PBS were then added into the microtiter plate coated with the same ligand used for injecting the mice. A standard ELISA protocol was followed to detect the antibody level [54]. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgM or rabbit anti-mouse IgG antibody was used as the secondary antibody. TMB substrate solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used to detect HRP enzyme activity, which reflected the level of antibody. The plate was measured using SpectroMax microplate reader (Molecular Devices, LLC, Sunnyvale, CA) using O.D. 450 nm. The OD value was used to represent the level of the antibody in a given serum dilution.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot (ELISPOT) assay

The mice bearing 4T1 mammary tumors received tail vein injections of various ScFvEGFR conjugated nanoparticles once per week for three weeks. Mice were sacrificed and the spleens were removed. Spleen cells were isolated using a standard protocol and red blood cells were lysed using red blood cell lysis buffer. After washing, 3x10^5 of the viable splenocytes were placed on ELISPOT plates (BD Sciences, Sparks, MD) that were pre-coated with 10 µg/mL of ScFvEGFR for 24 hrs using the manufacturer’s protocol. To determine the total IgG antibody producing B cells in the splenocyte fraction, another ELISPOT plate was pre-coated with 10 µg/mL of goat anti-mouse IgG. Then 1x10^5 splenocytes were added to the plates. The plates were then cultured in RPMI-1640 medium with 10% fetal bovine serum overnight. Unbound cells were washed off using PBS with 0.1% Tween-20. HRP-labeled goat anti-mouse IgM or rabbit anti-IgG was diluted in PBS with 1% BSA and then added to the plates for 1 hour. The plates were then washed and a 3,3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB) substrate kit (Vector laboratories, Burlingame, CA) was used to detect the HRP-antibody labeled B cells. The plates were analyzed using an ELISPOT counter (Cellular Technology Limited, Shaker Heights, OH).

Prussian blue staining

The presence and the level of IONPs in the cells and tissue sections were determined using a Prussian blue staining for iron. Fixed cells or 5 µm thick tissue sections were incubated with Prussian blue staining solution containing equal parts of 20% of hydrochloric acid and 10% potassium ferrocyanide for 2 to 4 hrs. For tissue sections, nuclear fast red was used for counterstaining. Iron-containing cells have a bright blue color while other cells or tissues have red background staining.

Cellular assays to determine uptake of nanoparticles by macrophages and dendritic cells

The mouse macrophage cell line, RAW 264.7, was obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and maintained in DMEM culture medium with 10% fetal bovine serum. Primary mouse dendritic cells were isolated from the femur bones of normal Balb/c mice. The bones were then sterilized on ice in 70% ethanol for 5 minutes. Marrow was then flushed out of the bones with
RPMI-1640 medium using a sterile syringe. Red blood cells were depleted by hypotonic lysis. The remaining cells were then counted and plated in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 20 ng/ml mouse recombinant granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor. After 3 days of culture, 75% of non-adherent cells and media were removed and fresh media was added. Cells were maintained in culture for additional 3 days to obtain immature dendritic cells for future in vitro studies. The nanoparticle uptake study was performed on day 9 to 11 of the cultured cells, when the majority of the cells were dendritic cells [55]. Primary mouse macrophages were isolated from femur bones of normal CD1 mice. The above described isolation protocol was used. Cells were then cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 20 ng/ml mouse recombinant macrophage colony-stimulating factor for 5 days before conducting the study.

To determine the efficiency of nanoparticle uptake by different cell types, 5 x10⁴ of cells were seeded on 24-well culture plates for 2 days. Various nanoparticles were then added into the wells and incubated in the tissue culture incubator overnight. Unbound nanoparticles were washed off with PBS and the cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS. Prussian blue staining was then performed on the plates. After staining, the plates were observed under an inverted microscope and bright field images of the representative areas were taken. Cells were then lysed and collected for determination of the levels of Prussian blue staining, which reflected IONP uptake, in the cells incubated with nanoparticles using SpectroMax microplate reader at O.D. 700 nm.

**Cell Proliferation Assay**

4x10³ of RAW 264.7 mouse macrophage cell line or mouse primary dendritic cells were plated in 96-well culture plates for overnight. Culture medium was then replaced with the medium containing 50 nM of Dox or various IONPs at 50 nM Dox equivalent concentration of the nanoparticles. Cells were incubated with the above mentioned agents for 48 hours at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ tissue culture incubator. Cells were then examined using an inverted fluorescence microscope to determine the presence and intensity of Dox fluorescence in the cells. Percentage of cell growth inhibition was determined by a Crystal Violet Cell Proliferation assay. Briefly, the cells were fixed in the 96-well plate using 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 20 min and then washed with PBS. 0.5% crystal violet in H₂O was then added to the wells for 20 min and then washed with PBS. 0.5% crystal violet in H₂O was then added to the wells to elute the dye. The optical density was read at 590 nm using SpectroMax microplate reader. Absorbance value was normalized to the value of the control cell group without treatment to obtain the percentage of viable cells. Each treatment group was performed in triplicate.

**Immunohistochemical analysis**

5 µm of paraffin tissue sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated. Slides were then incubated with anti-CD68 antibody (macrophages and dendritic cells) or anti-CD83 antibody (mature dendritic cells) [56, 57] for 2 hours followed by HRP-labeled secondary antibody for 1 hour (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Dallas, Texas). Slides were then incubated with 3, 3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB) substrate using a DAB substrate kit (Vector Laboratories, INC, Burlingame, CA). After hematoxylin background staining, slides were examined under the Leica microscope.

**Near infrared optical and MR imaging**

Near infrared optical imaging: Tumor bearing mice received a tail vein injection of 100 pmol of NIR-830-dye-mATF-IONP, NIR-830-dye-ScFvEGFR-IONP, or non-targeted control NIR-830-dye-MSA-IONPs. Optical imaging was performed 48 hours after the injection using the Kodak FX *In Vivo* imaging system. Excitation filter of 800 nm and emission filter of 830 nm were used for optical imaging. *Ex vivo* tumor imaging was conducted using the above imaging conditions.

MRI: Mice bearing 4T1 mammary tumors received tail vein injections of 200 pmol of different IONPs, respectively, using a dose schedule of once per week for three weeks. MRI was performed on mice 48 hours following the third injection using a 4.7T animal scanner (Varian Unity, Agilent, CA). T₂-weighted fast spin echo imaging sequence was used to acquire MR images. MRI contrast in the tumor was quantitatively analyzed using the region of interest (ROI) method and Image J software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Averaged signal intensities of the ROI were obtained from all tumor areas of each MR image and a muscle area as a control. MRI signal intensity in the tumor was normalized with the signal of muscle as the intensity of tumor signal/muscle signal. The mean signal intensity of each tumor was calculated from normalized signal intensities from all slices containing tumor section. The percentage of mean MR signal change as the result of the targeted accumulation of IONPs was calculated from comparing the mean MRI signal of the tumors in the mice that received the same dose and
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schedule delivery of non-targeted IONP or IONP-PEG.

**Statistical analysis**

Student’s t-test was used for the determination of statistically significant differences between experimental groups. A p value <0.05 is considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Selective delivery of targeting ligand conjugated IONPs into mammary tumors in mice following systemic delivery**

First, we determined the ability of targeted delivery of the ligand conjugated IONPs in the 4T1 mouse mammary tumors growing in the mammary fat pad of immune competent Balb/c mice. An intravenous (i.v.) injection of 100 picomolar (pmol) (IONP equivalent) of near infrared NIR-830 dye-labeled mouse ATF (mATF) or human single chain EGFR antibody (ScFvEGFR) conjugated IONPs led to the accumulation of the IONPs in the tumors and produced strong optical signals that were detectable by NIR optical imaging (Figure 1A). Histological analysis using Prussian blue staining for IONPs showed the presence of cells containing IONPs (blue) in the tumor tissue sections (Figure 1B). However, the mice that received non-targeted NIR-830-mouse serum albumin (MSA)-IONPs did not have detectable optical signals in the tumor and the tumor tissue sections lacked IONP staining (Figure 1).

**Targeting ligand specific antibodies were detected in the mouse serum following systemic administrations of targeted IONPs**

To achieve a strong therapeutic effect, anticancer agents are often administered multiple times to improve the delivery into heterogeneous tumors. We examined antibody responses against highly immunogenic human ScFvEGFR conjugated IONPs after repeated i.v. injections in mice bearing mammary tumors. A high level of anti-ScFvEGFR antibody was detected in the serially diluted serum samples of the mice that received two injections of 200 pmol of ScFvEGFR-IONPs using ELISA. Compared to the serum samples obtained from mice that received i.v. injections of the equal amount of free ScFvEGFR, the level of the antibody in the mice treated with nanoparticle-conjugated ScFvEGFR was three-fold higher (Figure 2A). Conjugation of ScFvEGFR to nanoparticles significantly increased the ligand specific antibody production (p<0.05, 1/200 and 1/2000 dilutions). Anti-ligand specific antibodies were not detected in control serum samples obtained from the mice injected with nanoparticles without targeting ligands (Figure 2B).

The effect of PEG-modification of the nanoparticles on antibody production was examined. 200 pmol of ScFvEGFR-IONPs coated with an amphiphilic copolymer layer or with an additional PEG modification were injected into the tumor-bearing mice weekly for three weeks. Using secondary antibodies specific for mouse IgG or IgM, we found that both anti-ScFvEGFR IgG and IgM antibodies were induced in the mouse serum (Figure 2C). Results of ELISA also revealed significantly higher levels of anti-ScFvEGFR IgG antibodies in the mice that received PEG modified ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONPs relative to mice injected with ScFvEGFR-IONPs (Figure 2C, p<0.05, 1/50,000 and 1/100,000 dilutions). However, PEG-modification of ScFvEGFR-IONPs did not further enhance the production of anti-ScFvEGFR IgM antibody in the mice (p>0.05).

![Figure 1. Targeted delivery of nanoparticles into mouse mammary tumors using targeting ligand conjugated IONPs. A. NIR 830 dye labeled ATF peptides, single chain antibody ScFvEGFR, or non-targeted control MSA were conjugated to amphiphilic polymer coated IONPs, resulting in dual optical and MR imaging modality nanoparticles. Near infrared optical imaging was performed 48 hours following the tail vein injection of the nanoparticles using the Kodak FX in vivo imaging system. Arrows: orthotopic 4T1 mouse mammary tumors. B. Prussian blue staining. Frozen tumor tissue sections were used. Blue: IONP positive cells; Red: nuclear fast red background staining.](http://www.thno.org)
Figure 2. Detection of anti-ScFvEGFR antibody in mouse serum samples using ELISA. A. The level of anti-ScFvEGFR antibody in the serially diluted serum samples of tumor bearing mice following two i.v. deliveries of 200 pmol of ScFvEGFR-IONPs or equivalent unconjugated ScFvEGFR (50 µg). The level of mouse IgG antibody was measured. B. ELISA of mouse serum samples obtained from negative control IONP or PEG-IONP injected tumor bearing mice. C. Detection of the production of ligand specific IgG or IgM antibodies. Three injections of ScFvEGFR-IONPs activated high levels of both IgG and IgM ligand specific antibodies. Mice injected with PEG modified ScFv-IONPs had significantly higher level of IgG ligand specific antibody, but not IgM antibody, than ScFvEGFR-IONP injected mice. n=3 mice for all bar figures.

Next, we examined the antibody responses against weakly immunogenic targeting ligands derived from the mice in a mouse tumor model, which represented the immune response to a targeting ligand derived from the same species. Mouse ATF conjugated nanoparticles (mATF-IONP) at a dose of 200 pmol of IONPs were injected via the tail vein into the mice bearing 4T1 mammary tumors once every 5 days for 4 injections. Meanwhile, normal Balb/c mice also received the same dose and schedule of mATF-IONPs. ELISA analysis of mouse serum samples revealed high levels of mouse ATF specific antibody in both normal and tumor bearing mice (Figure 3A). The level of anti-mATF antibody was slightly elevated in normal mice compared with tumor bearing mice but the difference was not statistically significant ($p>0.05$). The tumor bearing mice that received mATF-conjugated IONPs had 4 to 10 fold higher levels of anti-mATF antibody compared with the mice injected with the equivalent amount of mATF peptides only (Fig. 3b, $p<0.001$, 1/200 and 1/2,000 dilutions). Additionally, we observed three fold increases in the levels of anti-mATF antibody in the serum of the mice that received two intravenous injections of mATF-PEG-IONPs compared with mATF-IONP injected mice (Figure 3C).
Figure 3. Detection of anti-mATF antibody in mouse serum samples using ELISA. Anti-mATF antibodies were induced in both tumor-bearing and normal Balb/c mice after receiving four i.v. delivery of 200 pmol of mATF-IONPs. B and C. Activation of anti-mATF antibody in tumor-bearing mice that received 50 µg of mATF peptides, 200 pmol of mATF-IONP, or 200 pmol of mATF-PEG-IONP. D. Specific activation of anti-targeting ligand antibodies. Serum samples obtained from ScFvEGFR-IONP or mATF-IONP injected mice were added to mATF and ScFvEGFR coated plates. ELISA results showed that there was no cross reactivity between anti-mATF antibody and ScFvEGFR antibody produced in the mice. The level of mouse IgG antibody was measured. The bar figures show the mean O.D. 450 nm values of each serial dilution of the mouse serum (n=3 mice).

Taken together, our results suggest that conjugation of a weakly immunogenic ligand to nanoparticles could increase its immunogenicity and enhance the antibody response in mice (Figure 3). However, the level of anti-ligand antibody in the mice induced by strong immunogenic ligand human ScFvEGFR conjugated IONPs is still higher than that detected in the mice that received the weakly immunogenic ligand mouse ATF-conjugated IONPs. For example, anti-ScFvEGFR antibody level at a given serum dilution (1/5000) in the mice that received three i.v. injections of ScFvEGFR-IONPs was 7 folds higher than the anti-mATF antibody response in the mice treated with four i.v. injections of mATF-IONPs (Figure 2B and 3A). Similar to the observations from the experiments with i.v. injection, ELISA results of the serum samples obtained from normal mice that received two s.c. injections of 100 pmol of ScFvEGFR-IONPs or mATF-IONPs showed high levels of anti-human ScFvEGFR antibody and a relatively low level of anti-mATF antibody (Supplementary Material: Figure S1). On the other hand, MSA protein collected from Swiss Webster mouse strain was not immunogenic in Balb/c mice since a very low level of anti-MSA antibody was detected in the mouse serum sample following s.c. injection of unconjugated MSA. However, conjugation of MSA to IONPs led to 14 fold increases in the level of anti-MSA antibody than that of the mice injected with unconjugated MSA (Supplementary Material: Figure S1). Under the same experimental conditions, the level of anti-MSA antibody was 8 fold higher than the anti-mATF antibody and about the same level as anti-ScFvEGFR antibody after s.c. injection.

We further validated the specificity of ELISA in detecting the anti-ligand antibodies using ELISA
plates coated with different ligands. We confirmed that the antibody responses were targeting ligand specific since a high level of anti-mATF antibody was only detected in the serum samples of mATF-IONP injected mice, while anti-ScFvEGFR antibody was detected in the serum of ScFvEGFR-IONP injected mice (Figure 3D).

**PEG modifications of nanoparticle coating affected uptake of the nanoparticles by different types of phagocytes**

Antibody responses are activated by interactions of antigen-presenting cells with T and B lymphocytes [33, 34]. Efficient uptake of nanoparticles by antigen-presenting macrophages, dendritic cells, and B lymphocytes is thought to contribute to the activation of an antibody response. To interrogate the role of phagocytes in activation of the antibody responses, we examined uptake of the nanoparticles by different types of antigen-presenting phagocytes in vitro and in vivo. First, we evaluated the ability and efficiency of uptake of the targeting ligand conjugated IONPs or PEG-IONPs by macrophages using the RAW 264.7 mouse macrophage cell line. After incubating cultured macrophages with different IONP agents, we found that mouse macrophages efficiently engulfed all types of IONPs tested. Differences in the conjugated targeting ligands did not affect the level of nanoparticle uptake by macrophages under the experimental conditions used (Figure 4A). As expected, macrophages exhibited lower levels of uptake of PEG-modified nanoparticles (PEG-IONP, ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP or ATF-PEG-IONPs) compared to those without the PEG-coating (Figure 4A). Quantitative analysis of the cell lysates revealed that the amounts of the PEG-modified nanoparticles in the macrophages were 15 to 30% of non-PEG-nanoparticles taken up by the macrophages (Figure 4A). Interestingly, conjugation of MSA to PEG-coated IONPs could reduce the inhibitory effect of PEG modification on nanoparticle uptake in macrophages (Figure 4A). These results were further confirmed using primary mouse macrophage cultures. A marked decrease in nanoparticle uptake was found in cells treated with different ligand conjugated PEG-IONPs for 24 hours compared to the IONPs without PEG modification (Figure 4A).

Reduced macrophage uptake of PEG-modified IONPs suggested further investigation of mechanisms of activation of anti-ligand antibody responses. Since dendritic cells are the most potent antigen-presenting cells [58], we then performed a similar uptake study using primary dendritic cells derived from mouse bone marrow progenitor cells. Both targeting ligand conjugated IONPs and PEG-IONPs were taken up by dendritic cells. The levels of ligand-PEG-IONPs in those cells were 62% (ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP) and 82% (mATF-PEG-IONP) of the uptake of corresponding ligand-IONPs without the PEG modification (Figure 4B).

**Production of targeting ligand specific antibodies was not enhanced by subcutaneous injections of ligand conjugated PEG-IONPs**

We used s.c. injection of the nanoparticles to determine the difference in uptake of IONPs and PEG-IONPs by phagocytes in vivo and its effect on antibody production. First, we used NIR-830 dye labeled mouse or human ATF conjugated IONPs that represented the same targeting ligands but were derived from different species. Normal Balb/c mice received s.c. injections of 100 pmol of the mATF- or hATF-conjugated nanoparticles, with or without PEG modification, once per week for two injections. ELISA results showed low to intermediate levels of anti-mATF or anti-hATF antibodies in the mouse serum samples (Figure 5A). Unlike the antibody response after i.v. delivery of targeted and PEG-modified IONPs, we found that s.c. delivery of PEG-modified either mATF-PEG-IONPs or hATF-PEG-IONPs did not show an increase in the production of ligand specific antibodies compared to that of mATF-IONP or hATF-IONP injected mice (Figure 5A). It is interesting that human ATF conjugated IONPs induced weaker antibody responses compared to mouse ATF conjugated IONPs in mice. It is possible that the recombinant V5 tag in a mouse ATF peptide was more immunogenic than a hATF peptide that had 71% amino acid sequence homology with a mouse natural ATF. Contribution of the V5 tag to the activation of anti-ligand antibody was demonstrated by comparing antibody levels in mouse serum samples obtained from mice that received s.c. injections of mATF-V5-IONPs using ELISA plates coated with mATF peptides containing the V5 tag or natural mATF peptides without the V5 tag. The level of antibody detected using mATF-V5 peptide coated plate was 2.5 fold higher than mATF peptide without V5 tag coated plate (Supplementary Material: Figure S2).

To compare dynamic changes of accumulation of nanoparticles with or without PEG modification in the location and amount of injected nanoparticles, optical imaging was conducted at 1, 2 and 7 days following s.c. injection of different IONPs. Strong and localized optical signals were detected in the injection sites in the mice that received mATF-conjugated IONPs at all time points (Figure 5B). Although the mice that received mATF-PEG-IONPs had lower levels of optical signals at the injection site compared to mATF-IONP injected mice, optical signals were detected in the
draining lymph node areas in those mice (Figure 5B). Histological analysis of skin tissues obtained from the injection sites and the draining lymph nodes using Prussian blue staining for IONPs showed that extensive iron positive cells retained in the injection site of the mice that received mATF or hATF conjugated-IONPs for 7 days but not in the lymph nodes (Figure 5B). In contrast, lower levels of the iron positive cells were found in the injection site of the mice that received mATF or hATF conjugated PEG-IONPs (Figure 5C). However, a high level of iron staining cells was detected in the cortex of the draining lymph nodes in those mice (Figure 5C). IONPs were also detected in the spleen of the mice that received s.c. injections of ATF-IONPs, but the level of IONP positive cells in the spleen of the mice injected s.c. with ATF-PEG-IONPs was relatively low (Figure 5C). IONPs were not detected in the liver of the mice that received s.c. injections of either ATF-IONPs or ATF-PEG-IONPs (Figure 5C).

Figure 4. Uptake of targeting ligand conjugated IONPs without or with PEG modification. A. Differential uptake of targeting ligands conjugated IONP or PEG-IONPs by mouse macrophages detected by Prussian blue staining. The RAW 264.7 mouse macrophage cells or primary mouse macrophages with the nanoparticles were stained blue. Cells were lysed and the amount of iron was measured using a spectrometer at O.D. 700 nm. B. Uptake of the targeting ligand-conjugated IONP or PEG-IONP by mouse dendritic cells. The same experimental conditions were used as the macrophage study.
Figure 5. Comparison of antibody responses, nanoparticle location, and phagocyte uptake of targeting ligand conjugated IONPs and PEG-IONPs following s.c. injections. NIR-830 dye labeled mATF or hATF peptides were conjugated to IONPs or PEG-IONPs and then injected s.c. into the front flank area of normal Balb/c mice. A. Levels of anti-ATF antibodies in the serum of the mice received mATF or hATF conjugated IONPs, without or with PEG-modification. 1 and 2 weeks following IONP injections, mouse serum samples were collected and ELISA assay was used for the detection of antibody responses. n=3 mice/group. B. Optical imaging detected location and migration of the IONPs without or with PEG modification. Optical imaging was performed 1, 2 and 7 days following the first injection using the Kodak FX In Vivo imaging system. Optical imaging signals at the injection site (pink arrows). Diffused signals in the draining lymph node areas of the mice injected with NIR-830-mATF-PEG-IONPs (blue arrows). Numbers shown are the mean signal intensities of the injection site. C. Prussian blue staining showed the presence of cells with IONPs in the injection sites, the draining lymph nodes and the spleen obtained from the mice 7 days following the last nanoparticle injection (red arrows). D. Immunohistochemical staining. Tissue sections of the injection site were stained with antibodies to CD68 (macrophages and dendritic cells) and CD83 (mature dendritic cells). CD68 and CD83 positive cells were found in the injection site (red arrows). A higher level of CD83 positive cells was detected in the tissue sections of the mice injected with PEG modified-ATF-IONPs compared with ATF-IONP injection site. Green arrows indicated the areas of CD83 positive Langerhans cells, which are skin dendritic cells.
Immunohistochemical staining using antibodies against macrophage (CD68) and dendritic cells (CD68 and CD83) revealed the presence of high levels of CD68 positive cells, and intermediate levels of CD83 positive cells in the subcutaneous areas of the skin tissue sections of the mice that received s.c. injections of mATF-IONP’s or hATF-IONP’s (Figure 5D). However, strong CD83 positive cells were detected at the injection site of the tissue sections of the mice that received the ligand conjugated PEG-IONP’s (Figure 5D).

**Production of anti-targeting ligand antibodies was attenuated following systemic administrations of targeted theranostic nanoparticles carrying doxorubicin**

To determine the effect of repeated administrations of targeted theranostic nanoparticles on ligand specific antibody production, we examined the level of anti-targeting ligand antibodies following *i.v.* injections of targeting ligand conjugated IONP’s with or without carrying a commonly used chemotherapy drug, doxorubicin (Dox), in the 4T1 mouse mammary tumor model. We found that while systemic delivery of mATF-IONP’s or ScFvEGFR-IONP’s induced the production of the high levels of anti-mATF or anti-ScFvEGFR antibodies, the mice that received the same amount and dose schedule of mATF-IONP-Dox and ScFvEGFR-IONP-Dox had significantly lower levels of the anti-targeting ligand antibodies (Figure 6A). There was a significant difference in the antibody levels between the mice injected with targeting ligand conjugated IONP’s with or without Dox (ATF-IONP vs. ATF-IONP-Dox: *p*<0.0001; ScFvEGFR-IONP vs. ScFvEGFR-IONP-Dox: *p*<0.0005). Although ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP injected mice induced an increased level of anti-ScFvEGFR antibody, the presence of Dox also inhibited the production of the ligand specific antibody (Figure 6A, *p*<0.01). This finding suggested that the enhanced antibody response against targeting ligands by nanoparticles should not be an issue for the development of targeted theranostic nanoparticles carrying Dox for cancer therapy in human patients.

To understand the mechanism of inhibition of the antibody production by chemotherapy drug, we examined the potential cytotoxic effect of Dox on antigen-presenting macrophages and dendritic cells. We found that cultured mouse macrophage RAW 264.7 cells were sensitive to free Dox treatment and 50 nM Dox in the culture medium inhibited cell growth by 50% (Figure 6B). The growth of the cells was also inhibited slightly (~10%) after treatment with non-targeted IONP-Dox or non-targeted MSA-IONP-Dox. However, uPAR-targeted mATF-IONP-Dox treatment led to 50% inhibition of macrophage growth. Since uPAR is highly expressed in activated macrophages, cytotoxic effects detected in mATF-IONP-Dox treated cells may affect their antigen presentation function, and thereby inhibiting the production of the ATF ligand specific antibody. Enhanced uptake of ATF-IONP-Dox was also detected in macrophages by examination of fluorescence intensity in cells after culturing with 100 nM of free Dox and drug equivalent concentration of mATF-IONP-Dox (Figure 6B). We further examined the effect of the theranostic-IONP-Dox on dendritic cells. ATF-IONP-Dox treatment led to 20% growth inhibition of primary mouse dendritic cells (Figure 6B). Similarly, the effects of ScFvEGFR-conjugated IONP or PEG-IONP carrying Dox on the viability of macrophages and dendritic cells were examined. We found strong cytotoxic effects of ScFvEGFR-IONP-Dox or ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP-Dox on both macrophages and dendritic cells (Supplementary Material: Figure S3).

**Reduction of targeting ligand specific antibody producing B lymphocytes in the spleen after systemic delivery of theranostic IONP-Dox**

To further determine the mechanisms of action of PEG-modified nanoparticles on enhanced antibody production and inhibition of antibody production by theranostic IONP’s carrying Dox, we collected spleenocytes from mice that received three systemic deliveries of control IONP, ScFvEGFR-IONP, ScFvEGFR-IONP-Dox, ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP, or ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP-Dox. ELISPOT assay was performed in a 96-well plate coated with ScFvEGFR, which allows the capture of B lymphocytes that produce ScFvEGFR specific IgM or IgG antibodies onto the plate. We found ScFvEGFR specific IgM or IgG antibody producing B cells in the spleens of mice that received systemic deliveries of ScFvEGFR-IONP’s or ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP’s, but not in mice that received IONP’s without any ligands (Figure 7A). Furthermore, the highest level of ScFvEGFR specific IgM or IgG producing B cells was detected in the spleens of mice that received ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP’s (Figure 7A & B). The mice that received ScFvEGFR-IONP-Dox or ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP-Dox had significantly fewer ScFvEGFR specific IgG or IgM-producing B cells than that of the mice injected with ScFvEGFR-IONP’s (p <0.05), or ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP’s (p <0.005). Additionally, we found that decreases in the levels of ScFvEGFR specific IgG or IgM-producing B cells in the mice that received the targeted IONP-Dox were not due to non-specific immune suppression effects or cytotoxic effect of Dox on B lymphocytes since ELISPOT assay revealed that the total numbers of IgG producing B cells were not decreased in the spleen (Figure 7A).
Figure 6. Inhibition of the production of targeting ligand specific antibodies after systemic delivery of theranostic IONPs carrying doxorubicin. A. ELISA analysis of mouse serum samples obtained from 4T1 tumor bearing mice after systemic delivery of 200 pmol of mATF-IONPs or mATF-IONP-Dox nanoparticles (left) via tail or 200 pmol of ScFvEGFR-IONPs, ScFvEGFR-IONP-Dox, ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONPs, ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP-Dox nanoparticles (right). Mouse IgG antibody was measured. n=3 mice/group. B. Cell Proliferation assay of the RAW 264.7 mouse macrophage cell line or primary dendritic cells following treatment with 50 nM of Dox or Dox equivalent of IONPs for 48 hours. Crystal Violet Cell Proliferation assay was used for determining the percentage of cell growth inhibition. Fluorescence microscopy detected a higher level of Dox fluorescence (red) in the cells treated with 100 nM of ATF-IONP-Dox for 24 hours than that of the equal concentration of free Dox treatment. Prussian blue staining was used to determine IONP uptake as well as the cell density after the treatment.
Figure 7. Detection of ligand specific antibody producing B cells in mouse spleens using ELISPOT assay. Balb/c mice bearing 4T1 mouse mammary tumors received tail vein injections of 200 pmol IONP, ScFvEGFR-IONP or ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP, without or with carrying Dox, once per week for three weeks. The mice were then sacrificed and spleens collected for ELISPOT assay. A. Images of antibody-producing B cell spots (brown) in wells incubated with spleen cells from the mice. An ELISPOT reader was used to take the image. The number of brown colored dots represented the number of antibody producing B cells. M1, M2 and M3 were spleen cells from three mice in each group. B. Quantification of the amount of ScFvEGFR specific IgG or IgM producing B cells in mouse spleen. A total of 3x10^5 of spleen cells were added in each well for detection of targeting ligand specific antibody. The number was the mean of three mice in each group. Ab: antibody.
Inhibition of targeting ligand specific antibody production increased intratumoral nanoparticle delivery of targeted nanoparticles

Although results of our study demonstrated the activation of anti-targeting ligand antibodies by nanoparticles and PEG-nanoparticles, it was unclear if those antibodies affected targeted delivery of the nanoparticles into tumors. The observed inhibitory effect of theranostic nanoparticles carrying Dox on the antibody production suggested an experimental system for determining whether the anti-targeting ligand antibody decreased the efficiency of intratumoral nanoparticle delivery. The 4T1 mouse mammary tumor model has a low sensitivity to Dox treatment. There was no tumor growth inhibition in the tumor bearing mice after receiving 5 mg/Kg of free Dox or the drug dose equivalent amount of mATF-IONP-Dox for four injections. The tumor growth inhibitory effect was only detected when the mice were treated with 10 mg/Kg of Dox or mATF-IONP-Dox for four times (Supplementary Material: Figure S4). Therefore, we expected that systemic delivery of ATF-IONP-Dox at a 5 mg/Kg Dox dose should not affect the growth and structure of the tumor significantly while allowing determination of the efficiency of targeted nanoparticle delivery after repeated administrations in the absence of a high level of anti-targeting ligand antibody. First, non-invasive MRI was performed to monitor the presence of a high level of anti-targeting ligand antibody.cle delivery after repeated administrations in the abdetermination of the efficiency of targeted nanoparti-structure of the tumor significantly while allowing

Inhibition of targeting ligand specific antibody production increased intratumoral nanoparticle delivery of targeted nanoparticles

Although results of our study demonstrated the activation of anti-targeting ligand antibodies by nanoparticles and PEG-nanoparticles, it was unclear if those antibodies affected targeted delivery of the nanoparticles into tumors. The observed inhibitory effect of theranostic nanoparticles carrying Dox on the antibody production suggested an experimental system for determining whether the anti-targeting ligand antibody decreased the efficiency of intratumoral nanoparticle delivery. The 4T1 mouse mammary tumor model has a low sensitivity to Dox treatment. There was no tumor growth inhibition in the tumor bearing mice after receiving 5 mg/Kg of free Dox or the drug dose equivalent amount of mATF-IONP-Dox for four injections. The tumor growth inhibitory effect was only detected when the mice were treated with 10 mg/Kg of Dox or mATF-IONP-Dox for four times (Supplementary Material: Figure S4). Therefore, we expected that systemic delivery of ATF-IONP-Dox at a 5 mg/Kg Dox dose should not affect the growth and structure of the tumor significantly while allowing determination of the efficiency of targeted nanoparticle delivery after repeated administrations in the absence of a high level of anti-targeting ligand antibody. First, non-invasive MRI was performed to monitor the amount of IONPs delivered into the tumors using T₂-weighted MRI. We detected decreased MRI signals in the tumors that received targeting ligand conjugated IONP or PEG-IONPs since the presence of IONPs led to a signal decrease in T₂ weighted MRI and reduction of MRI signals dependent on the amount of IONPs in the tumor (Figure 8A). As compared with unconjugated IONPs, tumors in the mice receiving mATF-IONP or mATF-PEG-IONPs showed 21 or 27% MRI signal decreases, respectively. Repeated injections of mATF-IONP-Dox theranostic nanoparticles led to further signal decrease (43.3%) in the tumor of the mice (Figure 8A). Similarly, the MRI signal of the tumors in ScFvEGFR-IONP injected mice also showed 29.8% decrease (Figure 8A). Histological analysis of tumor tissue sections using Prussian blue staining further confirmed higher levels of iron positive cells in the tumors collected from repeated injections of either mATF-IONP-Dox or ScFvEGFR-IONP-Dox, compared with the tumors receiving the same nanoparticles without Dox (Figure 8B).

To further elucidate the effect of anti-targeting ligand specific antibody on targeted nanoparticle delivery, we established the 4T1 mouse mammary tumor model in immune competent Balb/c and immunocompromised SCID mice, which lack both T and B cells. 300 pmol of NIR-830-ScFvEGFR-IONP or NIR-830-ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP were injected i.v. into the tumor bearing mice once every 5 days for three injections. At the end of the study, ex vivo optical imaging of tumors revealed that tumors of either Balb/c or SCID mice that received PEG-modified ScFvEGFR-IONPs had higher signals than tumors obtained from those mice treated with ScFvEGFR-IONPs (Figure 8C), suggesting that PEGmodification improved nanoparticle delivery. Furthermore, the tumors of SCID mice had higher levels of optical signals compared to the same nanoparticle treated tumors of Balb/c mice (Figure 8C). Balb/c mouse received ScFvEGFR-IONPs had the lowest signal in the tumor (Figure 8C). ELISA assay showed that the level of anti-ScFvEGFR antibody in the serum samples collected from the Balb/c mouse treated with ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONPs was 25-fold higher than that in the serum sample of SCID mouse treated with the same nanoparticles (serum dilution, 1:5000, Figure 8C). Histological analysis using Prussian blue staining for iron showed a high level of accumulation of ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONPs in the tumors from SCID mice (Figure 8C). Tumor tissues from ScFvEGFR-IONPs-treated SCID mouse had a medium level of IONPs while a low level of IONPs was detected in tumors from the Balb/c mouse following the above treatment (Figure 8C). Therefore, results of this study demonstrated that the production of targeting ligand specific antibodies reduced efficiency of nanoparticle delivery into tumors. Theranostic IONPs carrying Dox were able to inhibit the antibody responses and achieve higher intratumoral delivery efficiency.

Discussions

Current advances in the development of targeted nanoparticle imaging and drug delivery agents have shown promise towards novel approaches for the detection and treatment of human cancer. It is increasingly recognized that the issues concerning the host immune responses to administrated nanoparticles must be addressed in order to translate developed nanomaterials into clinical applications in humans [15]. Although various nanoparticles, especially liposomal or polymeric formulated nanoparticles, have been used as carriers to enhance immune responses to bacterial, viral, or tumor antigens for vaccination, immune responses to targeting moieties conjugated on nanoparticles or theranostic nanoparticles are largely unknown [35, 36, 40]. Therefore, there is a need to investigate the antibody responses to different targeting ligand-conjugated nanoparticles and the effect of ligand specific antibody activation on the efficiency of targeted nanoparticle delivery.
Figure 8. Determination of the effects of the production of anti-targeting ligand antibody on efficiency of intratumoral nanoparticle delivery. Mice bearing 4T1 mammary tumors received tail vein deliveries of 200 pmol of different IONPs once per week for three injections (A & B). A. T2-weighted MRI was performed 24 hours after the last injection. Pink-lined areas were mammary tumors. Numbers in the figure were the mean MRI signal intensity of the entire tumor. B. Histological analysis of tumor tissue sections using Prussian blue staining. Tumors were collected 48 hours after the third injection. Paraffin tissue sections were used for Prussian blue staining. Blue: IONP positive cells; Red: nuclear fast red background staining. C. Balb/c or SCID mice bearing 4T1 mouse mammary tumors received tail vein injections of 300 pmol of NIR-830-ScFvEGFR-IONP or NIR-830-ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP once every 5 days for three injections. 72 hours following the last injection, the mice were sacrificed. Tumors were excised for ex vivo organ optical imaging, which provided more accurate quantification of optical imaging signals that reflected the level of IONP accumulation. Yellow arrows: comparison of optical imaging of tumors in Balb/c or SCID mice treated with NIR-830-ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONP. Pink arrows, optical imaging of tumors of Balb/c or SCID mice that received NIR-830-ScFvEGFR-IONP. Mean signal intensity and standard derivations of each tumor are shown. The levels of anti ScFvEGFR-antibody in mouse serum samples shown are O.D. 450 nm at a mouse serum dilution of 1:5000. Prussian blue staining of frozen tumor sections revealed the accumulation of IONPs in tumor tissues.

In this study, we showed that ligand specific antibodies could be induced by in vivo administrations of highly, as well as weakly, immunogenic targeting ligand conjugated nanoparticles. Our results demonstrated that a commonly used PEG coating for nanoparticles further enhanced the production of targeting ligand specific antibodies. However, systemic delivery of targeted theranostic nanoparticles carrying Dox inhibited this antibody production. Results of non-invasive imaging along with histological analysis showed that a reduction or the absence of targeting ligand specific antibodies markedly im-
proved the efficiency of nanoparticle delivery into tumors. Results of this study address important concerns on antibody responses and their inhibitory effects on the intratumoral nanoparticle delivery following in vivo administrations of targeted nanoparticles. Our finding that significant inhibition of targeting ligand specific antibody responses following systemic administrations of theranostic nanoparticles carrying chemotherapy drug Dox support the translation potential of this novel class of targeted cancer therapeutics for clinic applications.

While it is expected that highly immunogenic human ScFvEGFR ligands would induce stronger antibody responses in mice than a weakly immunogenic mouse ATF peptide, induction of ligand-specific antibodies after conjugation of relatively weak immunogenic mouse proteins, such as mouse ATF and MSA, to nanoparticles indicates an additional challenge for the development of targeted nanoparticles. It seems that specific properties of targeting ligands affected the nanoparticle-mediated immune responses. For example, a lower level of anti-human ATF antibody was detected in mice that received hATF-IONP or hATF-PEG-IONP compared to the level of anti-mouse ATF antibody detected in mice treated with mATF-IONPs. On the other hand, conjugation of weakly immunogenic MSA to IONPs activated a strong antibody response that was comparable to that induced by highly immunogenic human single chain antibody conjugated IONPs.

Mononuclear phagocytes have been shown to efficiently take up nanoparticles [32]. Uptake of antigen-conjugated nanoparticles by macrophages and dendritic cells enhances antigen presentation and stimulates both B and T cell responses [33-38]. PEG surface coating has been widely used for the development of various nanoparticle imaging probes and drug delivery carriers. Unlike previously reported production of PEG specific natural IgM antibodies [47], our results showed that the enhancement of anti-targeting ligand IgG antibodies by systemic delivery of targeted PEG-IONPs is likely to be mediated by the interaction of antigen presenting cells and T cells, leading to the induction of IgG producing B cells. It is intriguing that PEG-coated nanoparticles, with significantly reduced uptake by macrophages, activated strong IgG antibody responses that relied on the function of antigen presenting cells. This finding of differential uptake of PEG-coated nanoparticles by macrophages and dendritic cells suggested a novel mechanism for the activation of the ligand specific antibody responses by targeted PEG-nanoparticles. It is well known that a high percentage of intravenously delivered nanoparticles without the PEG-coating nonspecifically accumulate in Kupffer cells in the liver [15, 32]. We found a high level of nonspecific uptake of ScFvEGFR-IONPs in the liver following intravenous delivery and an intermediate level of the IONPs in the spleen. However, systemic delivery of ScFvEGFR-PEG-IONPs significantly reduced the level of the IONPs in the liver while slightly lowered the IONP level in the spleen (Supplementary Material: Figure S5). Kupffer cells have much lower efficiency in antigen presentation for activation of antibody responses than macrophages and other antigen presenting cells in the spleen [59]. It is likely that inhibition of nonspecific uptake by Kupffer cells in the liver and macrophages in the spleen using PEG-coated nanoparticles resulted in longer blood circulation time of the nanoparticles and increased availability of the nanoparticles to more efficient antigen presenting cells, such as dendritic cells and B lymphocytes, in the spleen and peripheral lymph nodes to activate the production of targeting ligand specific antibodies.

Our in vivo study results following subcutaneous delivery of targeted IONPs with or without PEG modification further supports the above mechanism. Skin and subcutaneous areas have high numbers of macrophages and dendritic cells with strong antigen presentation ability. Subcutaneous injection of ATF conjugated nanoparticles facilitated differential uptake of nanoparticles with or without PEG-coating by macrophages and dendritic cells in vivo using immunohistochemical staining with antibodies for macrophage (CD68) and dendritic cell (CD68 and CD83) biomarkers. ATF conjugated IONPs were taken up by both CD68 positive macrophages and CD83 expressing dendritic cells while ATF-PEG-IONPs were detected mostly in CD83 positive dendritic cells. Our results revealed that the differences in nanoparticle uptake also affected the distribution of ATF-IONPs and ATF-PEG-IONPs following subcutaneous delivery. ATF-IONPs taken up by macrophages had prolonged retention time at the injection site. However, uptake of ATF-PEG-IONPs by dendritic cells resulted in the accumulation of ATF-PEG-IONPs in the draining lymph nodes. ATF-IONPs and ATF-PEG-IONPs have a small hydrodynamic size of ~25 nm. They were able to enter the lymphatic vessels and be transported to the lymph nodes and the spleen to stimulate antibody responses. In spite of their differences in uptake by different macrophages and dendritic cells, efficient uptake of both types of targeted nanoparticles by strong antigen presenting cells at the subcutaneous injection site, spleen and lymph nodes led to a similar level of targeting ligand antibody production in the mice that received either ATF-IONPs or ATF-PEG-IONPs. Results of this study also supported the notion that enhanced ligand specific antibody production after intravenous delivery
of PEG-coated nanoparticles was not due to an increased immunogenicity of targeting ligands by PEG-coating, rather through reduced uptake of the nanoparticles by Kupffer cells in the liver and increased uptake by professional antigen presenting cells in the spleen and lymph nodes.

Although targeted theranostic nanoparticles enhance intratumoral delivery of chemotherapy agents, effective cancer therapy requires repeated administrations due to low delivery efficiency into the tumor and the presence of heterogeneous tumor cells. Currently, the effect of targeted delivery of chemotherapy drugs encapsulated in nanoparticles on immune responses is largely unknown. Our finding demonstrated that the presence of chemotherapy drug Dox in the nanoparticles attenuated the antibody production and increased targeted delivery of the theranostic IONPs into tumors. After administrations of targeted theranostic IONPs carrying Dox, the levels of anti-targeting ligand antibodies in mouse serum samples significantly decreased. Our results indicated that the direct cytotoxic effects on macrophages and dendritic cells following uptake of the theranostic nanoparticles may inhibit antigen presentation. Additionally, detection of significant decreases in the numbers of the ligand specific IgG producing B cells in the spleen of the mice that received multiple doses of theranostic IONP-Dox in our ELISPOT assay suggests the possibility of selective elimination of targeting ligand epitope specific IgG producing B cells. Further investigations are ongoing to elucidate mechanisms of the action mediating the inhibitory effect of theranostic nanoparticles carrying Dox on antibody responses.

In summary, results of this study provide novel information on immune responses, notably antibody responses, against targeted nanoparticles and PEG-coated nanoparticles following multiple in vivo administrations. Our discoveries of activation of targeting ligand specific antibodies using weakly immunogenic ligands and the enhanced antibody responses by PEG coating raise important issues to be considered for future design and development of targeted nanoparticle imaging probes and drug delivery carriers, and for conducting preclinical animal studies and clinical trials. However, it is likely that nanoparticle imaging probes for cancer detection will be administrated at low concentrations with only one probe administration, whereby the production of ligand specific antibody responses may not be a major concern. Importantly, demonstration of an inhibitory effect on the production of targeting ligand specific antibodies and improved delivery efficiency following systemic administrations of targeted theranostic nanoparticles carrying Dox is significant for the development of novel, targeted drug delivery and imaging platforms for future clinical translations.
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